Branding (Instagram / Facebook / Website/
Digital (Literature study)
With branding you make your company stand out. Using the same corporate identity will let the
customers recognize the brand. This can be used on all social media posts, website, events, menu,
and so on. The people will recognize the brand on the first impression instead of having to look
where it is from.
This is something that is not added right now. Have a look at their socials and you will see that there
is no corporate identity at all. They use different templates, and nothing makes it fit. A professional
branding will make this stand out more and makes it easily to recognize for the followers.
Outlining goals and objectives from the beginning will help you make better decisions on the content
and give you some important metrics to track successes and failures.

Here is how it looks right now:

https://www.instagram.com/drinkerspubeindhoven/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/DrinkersPubEindhoven/

1. Start with a real plan & goals
One way to guarantee failure on Instagram, or really any social network, is to start without a plan.
Randomly posting memes, funny quotes or GIFs is not going to cut it anymore. That MIGHT have
worked 5 years ago, but these networks and followers have evolved.
That is why you need to start with a well thought out plan and stick to it.
First, in this plan you should outline what the purpose of your Instagram account is. Or what goals
you would like to work towards. Kinda like this, but a little more in-depth:

Now not every brand is going to be working towards the same goals.

So, before you start posting, ask yourself if you want this account to be just a fun window into your
company or actually used to increase a certain metric. Or something in between. Make sure those
goals are clear to everyone on your team. Otherwise, the content you post could be all over the
place. After you set some simple goals, outline the ideal customer or follower you want to reach.
Taking the time to outline your ideal customer will make building a social media or posting plan a lot
easier.
Creating content for a specific group of people that you want to target is a hundred times easier
than creating generic posts. Plus, this helps you create a single brand voice that speaks just to these
customers.

2. Create a guide on how you want your account to feel
After setting some goals and planning out how you are going to dominate Instagram / Facebook, you
need to determine how you want your account to feel. Some people may call this the theme of your
Instagram feed, but I think it’s so much more than that.
The feel of your account encompasses:
-How your account is visually composed
-What kind of content you post
-How often you post this content
-The written voice of your posts
-What feelings it should invoke
-How you want followers to view you
-How you stand out from the competition
-How you interact with followers and other accounts
-What kind of user generated content you post
-How each post ties back to your brand
And much more!
As you can see, there are a lot of things you should think about before the first new post goes out.
And honestly, this decision will influence every post you make for the foreseeable future. So don’t
take it lightly or blow it off. It will only come back to hurt you in a few months when you have seen
no growth.
However, if you want to create a strong brand guide, you will take the time to determine how you
want your feed to feel as well.
You can start by answering or thinking about these 8 questions:
-What type of content will you post?
-Will they be photos, graphics or something else?
-What color palettes, creative influences, or visual ideals will you stick to?
-How can you blend your visual brand into every post?
-How do you want followers to see your account?
-What emotions or ideas do you want your account to invoke?
-Can you take advantage of user generated content?
-Do you need a professional to help produce these images?
-Still not sure what your feed should feel like? Need some more inspiration? Well, it’s your lucky day.

What color palettes, creative influences, or visual ideals will you stick to?
Next you should probably create some guidelines on how each post should look and feel.. This can
be as simple as saying each post should feature a certain item. Like a Leica camera:

The official brand colors, blue and yellow for Best Buy:

Or get as complex as what tones, composition, and filters each post should have. Like in these
examples from Art of Visuals, which all feel very similar:

It’s almost like they came from the same photographer, while also being different enough that they
are not boring!
The visual influences you choose to emulate is really up to your team and may take a few
brainstorming sessions to get right. However, whatever ideals you decide on, be sure they reflect
your company values, ideas and mission. Don’t just follow the newest trend or fad.

How can you blend your visual brand into every post?
You have already spent a ton of time and effort building a strong visual brand, so use it on
Instagram. For example, Hubspot is literally known for three things: marketing, sales and the color
orange. They use orange so much they have pretty much claimed it in the marketing and sales
industry.

If you see an orange post in your feed, you can almost be certain it came from those Boston
marketing gurus.
The same, to a lesser degree, can be said about Robinhood, as you can see below:

They have embraced the neon inspired futurism look that fits their brand pretty well.
But a visual brand is not just built on colors palettes, fonts and logos. It also includes what kind of
images represent your brand.
Airbnb’s visual brand puts the houses or locations at the center of their visual branding across
platforms. Like in the examples below:

With each of their posts they want you to remember what their core mission is all about. That is why
people and things are always in the background, or slightly out of focus.

Can you take advantage of user generated content?
A lot of brands run out of steam on Instagram because they don’t have enough interesting things to
post.
But you know what you can never run out of? That’s right, user generated content!
If you have an established customer base that is crazy about your product I would recommend using
some of their content! Like LaCroix and Gopro does, almost effortlessly:

Both are able to post something that is fresh and new almost every day, without creating something
new.
This is great for overworked marketing teams, and those that don’t have the time to create a ton of
extra content. And because it’s all organic content, it will feel genuine to your fans! Plus, your
followers will pumped to be featured, and will share the post across other platforms. This will
Increase your reach exponentially, without a ton of extra effort!

3. Be overly consistent
One of the best, and easiest, ways for you to develop a strong visual brand is to be consistent. This is
extremely important on Instagram and other social networks. I mean, look how much effort Twitter
puts into being consistent across their feed:

Extremely unique content is interesting but it can actually hurt your visual brand over time. Do you
really want to be so unique that people have no idea what account that content came from? Or do
you want your followers to instantly recognize your content in their Instagram feed?
If you’re guessing the second option, you would be correct.
When you are fighting millions of other accounts for their attention, the quick recognition can help
immensely.
We have already talked about how you can spot shares from Hubspot almost instantly. And that’s
because they are extremely consistent about the content they posts. From the orange color palette
to the quotes, and even the light feeling each post invokes:

4. Find & fit your niche
The great thing about Instagram is that there is always going to be a place for niches to thrive. From
the humble brand accounts, to those devoted to only a specific sneaker or food.
I’m not sure that other social networks have such a devotion to über-specific niches. And you can
use that propensity for the specific to your advantage, especially when it comes to developing a
strong brand voice for your company.
As I have mentioned above, it’s a lot easier to specific content when you have some guidelines or
rules. Now it’s very likely that these niches and industries already have some rules or best practices
established. For example, if your brand is in the design space, like Logo Inspirations, there are going
to be some established rules for you to follow.

Things like high-quality images, professional looking logos and more, are expected by their followers.
These people are going to be designers or other creatives, so bad content is not going to cut it.
I mean, they wouldn’t have been able to grow to 643k followers if they only published mediocre
logos and designs.
The creators of this account found their niche, tailored their content to this niche, and built a strong
brand voice. Now anytime I see a great looking logo in my feed I know it came from them!
Another account that found their niche and fit it extremely well is Apple and Coffee:

They were able to identify that people who like Apple products usually also like a lot of coffee and
aesthetically pleasing photos. So that’s all they post. And best of all, all of the content is user
submitted.
So, Apple And Coffee has built a strong brand on basically pictures of coffee and overpriced devices.
But it works for them, and as you can see, they used that simple formula to grow to 137k followers.

And there you have it! Four simple, but helpful, ways for you to develop a strong visual brand on
Instagram.
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Idea (2) (Holographic Illusion) / physical (Available product
analysis):

This is a holographic illusion where you can play on whatever you want. This is a real eye catcher if
used other ways! Why use this for example the Drinkers Pub? I couldn’t find it from walking down
the street. With this effect on the front windows, it would attract me to look what it is. The people
that walk by now will also notice that there is something they didn’t see before. You could display
anything like events, beers, etc. The people can still watch through it and see the inside.
Some more examples how this effect could be used:

Idea (3) (Stand out with products) (Available product analysis):
When ordering a beer, the staff will explain something about it. Where does it come from,
what the ingredients are and more. This takes the staff a lot of time and could be a problem
when it’s very busy. On the other side you can make a whole new experience with using
technology. This could be a digital menu card with all the information about the beers or like
an interactive table. I have done some research and I saw some inspiration. Look at the
examples below:
Interactive table:
This bar is using an interactive table that show all the information about the drinks that u
ordered. This is a nice but also expensive and time taking solution. This doesn’t make it a
bad idea but something to take in mind.

Interactive menu:
This could also be done with an interactive menu to keep the costs low.

This way you could add any items on the menu and let the people choose what they like. It could be
possible to ask customers first what tastes they like to filter out beers that could fit them. Customers
can also rate this beer and leave a review, so the next customer knows what to expect. This way you
build up a database with customers. It would be also possible to let the customers login to know
which beers they already tried and rated and what is recommended for them. The only problem
here is that you must add 1000+ beers in the inventory. The good thing is that you can do this
without an app and people use this in a browser to make it as fast as possible.
This would be an addition to the workforce, not a replacement. The staff has more time for a nice
conversation with the guests and guests are served faster.

Beer train in Prague (Vytopna Railway Restaurant - Vaclavske namesti)
In this bar you can order beer that will be brought by a train. This experience is unique and that’s the
reason that its always full here. This idea is also helping staff so they don’t have to run back and
forth for beers.

